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Abstract: The continuing outbreaks of ebola virus disease highlight the ongoing threat posed by
filoviruses. Fortunately, licensed vaccines and therapeutics are now available for Zaire ebolavirus.
However, effective medical countermeasures, such as vaccines for other filoviruses such as Sudan
ebolavirus and the Marburg virus, are presently in early stages of development and, in the absence
of a large outbreak, would require regulatory approval via the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Animal Rule. The selection of an appropriate animal model and virus challenge isolates for
nonclinical studies are critical aspects of the development program. Here, we have focused on the
recommendation of challenge isolates for Sudan ebolavirus and Marburg virus. Based on analyses led
by the Filovirus Animal and Nonclinical Group (FANG) and considerations for strain selection under
the FDA Guidance for the Animal Rule, we propose prototype virus isolates for use in nonclinical
challenge studies.
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1. Introduction

The Filoviridae family represents a group of filamentous, single-stranded, negative-
sense RNA viruses known as the filoviruses [1,2]. Only viruses belonging to the Mar-
burgvirus and Ebolavirus genera can cause severe disease in humans and nonhuman
primates. The first documented filovirus infections were contracted from exposure to
nonhuman primates carrying Marburg virus (MARV), in 1967 [1]. Ebolaviruses were first
discovered in 1976, with at least six known distinct species now identified, including ebola
virus or EBOV (species Zaire ebolavirus); Sudan virus or SUDV (species Sudan ebolavirus);
Taï Forest virus or TAFV (species Taï Forest ebolavirus, formerly Côte d’Ivoire ebolavirus);
Bundibugyo virus or BDBV (species Bundibugyo ebolavirus), Reston virus (species Reston
ebolavirus), and Bombali virus (species Bombali ebolavirus) [1,2]. Of these five, four (EBOV,
SUDV, TAFV, BDBV) have virus isolates obtained from infected humans [2].

The largest outbreak of ebolavirus disease (EVD) occurred in 2014–2016, resulting
in more than 28,000 cases and 11,000 deaths as a result of infections by the EBOV, which
triggered global investments to advance the development of medical countermeasures.
For the vaccine field, this ultimately resulted in the licensure of a vesicular stomatitis
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virus-vectored chimera expressing the EBOV glycoprotein, ERVEBO®, by the FDA, as well
as the authorization of Zabdeno® and Mvabea® as a two-dose vaccine by the European
Medicines Agency. Importantly, countermeasures were available for testing by the end of
the West Africa outbreak and the more recent EVD outbreaks from 2018 to 2020, providing
additional clinical data for vaccine efficacy [3,4]. The zoonotic nature of these viruses and
their encroachment into areas of viral reservoirs will continue to drive sporadic outbreaks
of EVD and Marburg virus disease (MVD). We can expect the viruses to continue to evolve
in their natural hosts, resulting in new strains, some of which may be infectious in humans.
This is exemplified by the observation of novel strains of filoviruses circulating in bats
when surveillance is extended into wild animals. However, there are currently no licensed
vaccines for filoviruses other than EBOV, and most candidates are in the preclinical stages
of development.

The SUDV has caused seven outbreaks of SUDV disease (SDV) to date, with the most
consequential occurring in South Sudan in 2000, infecting over 400 people with a case
fatality ratio of 53 percent [5]. The combined case fatality ratio for all of the documented
infections by SUDV has been greater than 50 percent. The most common clinical symptom
observed is fever, found in 85 percent of cases. Fever was often accompanied by headaches,
muscle aches, and weakness. The incubation period ranged from two to 21 days, and death
resulted from dehydration and organ failure, typically within 10 days of symptom onset.
Subsequent analyses of peripheral blood mononuclear cell samples showed that a lethal
outcome following disease correlated with higher levels of viral RNA [6]. Presently, the
only treatment for SDV is palliative care. Of the remaining two ebolavirus species that
infect humans, only BDBV has caused sporadic outbreaks, with 206 total confirmed cases
between two outbreaks [7], but this will not be a focus of this manuscript.

Marburgviruses are closely related to ebolaviruses in the Filoviridae family. A case of
MVD was identified in West Africa in August of 2021 and the potential outbreak is still
being monitored closely as of September 2021. However, through 2020, twelve different
outbreaks of MVD have occurred, with a total of 466 documented cases [8], with the
most consequential occurring in 2004–2005 in Angola, resulting in 252 infections and
a case fatality ratio of 90 percent. The 2015 review by Glaze et al. provides the most
comprehensive review of human clinical data [9]. Clinical data were largely derived from
35 patients diagnosed with MVD. Clinical symptoms generally appeared within three to
nine days post-exposure and progressively worsened to include diarrhea, nausea, vomiting,
fever, and exanthema or enanthema. The condition of patients usually worsened during
the second week of the disease, with some cases resulting in hemorrhaging. Mortality
ranged from 20–30 percent in individuals receiving intensive medical care, but reached as
high as 80–90 percent in rural settings. The only medical intervention for MVD available is
palliative care.

2. Role of Vaccines and Development Pathway

The sporadic and unpredictable nature of filovirus outbreaks requires vaccine de-
velopment plans based on the FDA Animal Rule pathway. The FDA issued the Animal
Rule in May 2002, with the title “New Drugs and Biological Products; Evidence Needed to
Demonstrate Effectiveness of New Drugs When Human Efficacy Studies Are Not Ethical
or Feasible”. The precepts of the Animal Rule are codified in 21 CFR 314.600 through
314.650 for drugs, and 21 CFR 601.90 through 601.95 for biological products, and updated
guidance was provided in 2015 [10]. The aim of the Animal Rule is to provide a process
for the regulatory evaluation of medical countermeasures when the absence of the disease
in nature and the ethics of challenge studies in humans are indefensible, requiring the
demonstration of efficacy without a traditional phase III efficacy trial. The initial efforts to
evaluate the medical countermeasures against EBOV, including ERVEBO®, were carried
out using the principles of the Animal Rule. Efficacy was demonstrated in both small
animal models and in nonhuman primates infected with a lethal dose of EBOV. Because of
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these efforts, by the end of the outbreak in 2014, a nominal dose that was demonstrated as
safe in phase I trials was available for deployment in a ring vaccination strategy [11].

The deployment of ERVEBO® in the EBOV outbreaks subsequent to 2015 has high-
lighted the critical role vaccines play as a part of the overall response to filovirus outbreaks.
Since approval, more than 300,000 doses of vaccine have been used as part of recent re-
sponses to EBOV outbreaks. This has included the vaccination of healthcare workers,
front-line responders, and contacts, plus contacts of contacts of index cases. The World
Health Organization estimated its efficacy to be 100 percent (95 percent confidence interval
74.7–100 percent) [3], and subsequent analyses of data from vaccine campaigns under
expanded access protocols estimated its efficacy to be 97 percent [4].

That said, EBOV vaccines were still in preclinical development by early 2014, with
the exception of two earlier clinical trials assessing adenovirus serotype 5 [12] and DNA-
based constructs [13]. The West Africa epidemic required an emergency response to
expedite vaccine development, resulting in several candidates being pursued, and clinical
development being initiated on viral vectored vaccines (adenovirus serotypes 5 and 26,
Modified Vaccinia Ankara, chimpanzee adenovirus serotype 3, and vesicular stomatitis
virus), DNA constructs, and subunit/virus-like particle candidates [14]. The collective
global investments enabled the rapid progress of viral-vectored vaccines into phase II
and III clinical trials by early 2015. As of 2021, the pipeline of MARV and SUDV vaccines
with clinical data remains limited [15,16]. It is critical that vaccines against MARV and
SUDV are pushed into clinical development as soon as feasible to ensure the availability
of vaccines for real-world evaluations and use as potential response tools in the event of
future outbreaks caused by either of these viruses.

In the absence of a large outbreak in which clinical efficacy would be demonstrated, the
current assumption is that U.S. licensure of these products would occur via the FDA Animal
Rule pathway [10]. Under this regulatory framework, post-marketing commitments will
include plans to demonstrate clinical efficacy in the field, should such an opportunity arise,
but licensure would be based on clinical immunogenicity data bridged to nonclinical im-
munogenicity and efficacy studies, as described for the EBOV vaccine using an adenovirus
serotype 26 prime and Modified Vaccinia Ankara boost [17]. However, EBOV also provided
a test case for filoviruses, in which the clinical efficacy results could be correlated closely
with nonclinical efficacy in nonhuman primate models. Ring vaccinations suggested an
onset of protection within ten days [3]. Nonclinical studies in nonhuman primates demon-
strated rapid onset to protection as well, with protection against a 1000-pfu intramuscular
challenge within seven days post-vaccination [18]. The clinical efficacy demonstrated for
EBOV in humans was based on an epidemic of the EBOV Makona strain and utilized a
vaccine construct based on a glycoprotein (GP) sequence from a different EBOV strain from
the 1995 Kikwit outbreak [11]. Fortunately, the EBOV Makona glycoprotein sequence was
sufficiently similar to the EBOV Kikwit GP sequence and no Makona-specific GP constructs
were needed. However, for future SUDV and MARV vaccine efforts, this raises the key
question of which virus strain(s) to use when conducting important nonclinical efficacy
studies and developing key immunological assays.

3. Animal Rule Considerations for Isolate Selection

The ability of nonclinical testing to provide predictive value for the effectiveness of
vaccines relies on several criteria, which are provided in regulatory guidance from the FDA.
It is important to appreciate that, under the Animal Rule, animal models are essentially
being utilized as a surrogate for humans since clinical trials are not feasible or ethical. These
criteria are inherently tied to whether or not the animal species in question is permissive to
the challenge agent, and its subsequent pathophysiological and immunological responses
are similar to the human responses. The first factor in choosing a challenge isolate is
understanding the clinical history of the isolate in terms of the severity of the disease
symptoms caused and whether or not the outcome was lethal. In addition to the clinical
history of the virus isolate, there are important scientific considerations to ensure the
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fidelity of the challenge virus over the lifetime of challenge studies, such as limiting the
passage history for RNA viruses to minimize genetic drift, the absence of contaminants,
and storage under appropriate conditions to preserve potency. Maintaining the viral isolate
in a manner avoiding serial passaging is critical to ensuring that the pathophysiological
responses in the animal model will be similar to the human disease. The goal is to identify
an isolate that (1) mimics the disease course observed in humans with similar measurable
endpoints, (2) is relevant to potential isolates that may be observed, and thus (3) will be of
use in predicting the efficacy of vaccines in nonclinical challenge models.

4. Technical Considerations

Although the selection of a viral isolate with the biological properties described above
is critical for developing an animal model which can be predictive of clinical benefit, there
are technical considerations with regard to the production and storage of the challenge
virus that are essential to maintain the applicability of the isolate. The filoviruses are
single-stranded RNA viruses, and do not exist in nature as a unique nucleotide sequence,
but as a distribution of RNA sequences around a consensus sequence that will change with
environmental pressure. Although these viruses primarily circulate in wild mammals in
nature, their zoonotic nature arises from the fact that the sequence mixture contains some
that are compatible with infecting humans. Therefore, we would expect the initial isolates
of an outbreak to be highly virulent, with a genetic drift to lower virulence after coadapta-
tion from multiple passage in humans. The consensus viral sequence for EBOV evolved
with extended human passage during the outbreak in 2014 [19], and specific changes in
the consensus sequence are detected after passage in tissue culture [20]. Therefore, it is
imperative to limit the serial passage of the viral isolate in tissue culture in order to prevent
the evolution of the virus into a less virulent form. Appropriate quality assurance and
quality control measures should be in place to create master and working virus stocks that
are characterized in terms of potency (plaque-forming units or pfu/mL and the particle:pfu
ratio), identity (genomic sequence to include deep sequencing, Western blots, etc.), and
purity (endotoxin, the absence of adventitious agents, etc.), and which are documented
with certificates of analysis. When possible, standardized growth protocols using master
or working virus stocks will help to minimize variability across laboratories.

Beyond the typical assays to characterize the challenge stock, it is critical to have full
genome sequencing and quantification of the particle:pfu ratio, as both can impact the
virulence of the stock [21]. Periodic confirmation of virulence in animal models will be
an important aspect of the long-term characterization of the isolate master and working
stocks. Serial passage also impacts the EBOV genome, most notably by causing an extra
uracil (U) residue to be inserted into a poly-U site of the gylcoprotein sequence, resulting
in 8U variants instead of the wild-type 7U virus [22]. Challenge stocks consisting largely of
an “8U” sequence resulted in a more protracted course of disease, prompting the authors
of that study to recommend the use of challenge stocks consisting of predominantly “7U”
challenge material moving forward [23]. The balance of 7U versus 8U affects processing of
the glycoprotein for Ebola viruses, but does not appear to impact processing of the MARV
glycoprotein.

Once the strain of the challenge agent has been selected, a particular isolate of that
strain must be chosen for preparation and characterization. Isolate selection is based on
several critical criteria:

1. Each is a low-passage stock derived from a clinical isolate. This is crucial to avoid ge-
netic drift from selective pressure, which can impact a myriad of product development
endpoints.

2. Each isolate is from a known fatal (human/clinical) case.
3. The whole genome RNA sequence is available from both passage 2 and 3.
4. Each isolate has been shown to cause systemic fatal disease in the 1000-pfu intramus-

cular nonhuman primate challenge model in natural history studies, demonstrating
the utility of the model in the evaluation of filovirus countermeasures.
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5. Each isolate has a well-documented lineage/pedigree which clearly defines the chain
of custody and passage history, including but not limited to cell type used, multiplicity
of infection or MOI, media utilized, and technique for harvesting and sequencing.

5. Selection of Viral Isolates
5.1. Zaire Ebolavirus

An EBOV virus used in several challenge studies conducted in 2014 to 2016 was
isolated from the largest recorded outbreak in western Africa [24] and was isolated from a
severe fatal disease. Prior to this, EBOV isolates of the Kikwit strain were heavily utilized
in nonclinical testing, originating from a lethal human case in the 1995 EBOV outbreak
that infected 315 patients, with a fatality rate of 81 percent [25]. The evaluation of EBOV
vaccines using highly virulent strains of EBOV isolates ensured that the results provided
a conservative measure of product efficacy. The use of a severe challenge isolate also
provides assurance that a vaccine, which will potentially be administered to thousands of
patients, will be an effective outbreak countermeasure. The case fatality rate of filovirus
infections, and the realization that the first use of countermeasures may be in response to
an outbreak when clinical efficacy has not yet been demonstrated, make a conservative
evaluation of product efficacy critical in product development. This further highlights the
rationale in selecting viral isolates, but EBOV isolates will not be described further since
licensed vaccines and therapeutics are now available.

5.2. Marburg Marburgvirus

Known isolates of the marburgviruses can be separated into two major lineages
(Marburg virus or MARV and Ravn virus or RAVV), but all virus isolates remain members
of the same species Marburg marburgvirus. Genomic variation among the marburgviruses
is greatest between these two lineages and estimated at 21.0–21.4 percent [26]. Early
vaccine studies utilizing the glycoprotein from one lineage were able to elicit protection
against the other lineage [27]; thus, a single MARV isolate may suffice for the construction
of a vaccine to protect against currently known marburgviruses. A variety of different
candidate vaccines have been assessed in the cynomolgus macaque model, including those
with MARV glycoprotein expressed in a vesicular stomatitis virus [28], adenoviruses [27],
modified vaccinia Ankara [29], encoded as a DNA vaccine [30], and protein-based vaccines
assembled into virus-like particles [31] and viral replicons [32]. MARV isolates used in
nonclinical efficacy studies to date have included MARV Angola, Musoke and Ci67, and
RAVV [26].

Marburg virus H. sapiens-tc/ANG/2005/Angola-200501379 meets the key aspects for
a MARV isolate suitable for use as a challenge material in nonclinical testing and evaluation
under the Animal Rule. This MARV Angola strain is a human isolate at low passage from
a fatal clinical case of an eight-month-old female from Uige, Angola, during the 2005
MARV outbreak [33]. The patient was hospitalized in March of 2005, and blood was
collected during hospitalization from which the virus isolate was cultured. Passage history
is documented, and the strain is accessible through special request to the Biodefense and
Emerging Infections Research Resources Repository (BEI Resources). Nonclinical studies
using the Angola strain of MARV have shown that infection is uniformly lethal, using
a challenge dose of 1000 pfu via the intramuscular challenge route [34]. While these
studies have utilized a small number of mock-vaccinated control animals, a recent natural
history study assessing MARV infection in cynomolgus macaques demonstrated uniform
lethality associated with fever and viremia, along with other key aspects of clinical MVD
(unpublished data). U.S. government-supported natural history studies will be submitted
to the FDA/Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research under a Type V Master File and
will be available for reference from product sponsors.
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5.3. Sudan Ebolavirus

SUDV represents a distinct species among ebolaviruses. SUDV was first identified
as the cause of a hemorrhagic disease outbreak in 1976, comprising 284 cases, 53 percent
of which were fatal [1]. Another large outbreak occurred in 2000, with 425 cases [5],
which represented the largest outbreak of EVD on record until the 2014–2016 West Africa
epidemic. The overall diversity among SUDV genomes is fairly low, with a maximum of
5.2 % variance in sequences collected from Sudan and Uganda [35]. Similarly to MARV,
a number of candidate vaccines have been assessed in the cynomolgus macaque model,
including those expressed by vesicular stomatitis virus [36], adenoviruses [29], protein-
based vaccines assembled as virus-like particles [37], and viral replicons [38]. These studies
utilized either Boniface or Gulu isolates of SUDV.

Sudan virus H. sapiens-tc/UG/2000/Gulu-200011676 meets the key aspects for a SUDV
isolate suitable for use as a challenge material in nonclinical testing and evaluation under
the Animal Rule. This SUDV Gulu strain is at low passage from a fatal clinical case. The
isolate is from a 35-year-old male from Gulu, Uganda, during the 2000 outbreak. Blood
containing the virus isolate was obtained shortly before the patient succumbed to illness.
Passage history is documented, with only two passages, and the isolate may be obtained
from BEI resources by special request similar to MARV Angola. Similar to MARV Angola,
nonclinical vaccine efficacy studies utilizing SUDV Gulu as the challenge stock have been
near uniformly lethal in small numbers of mock-vaccinated controls. Natural history
studies have also commenced for SUDV Gulu, and to date, have confirmed near-uniform
lethality at a 1000-pfu intramuscular challenge. Clinical disease manifestations have been
similar to those observed in humans (unpublished data). This study report will also be
submitted to the FDA/Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research for cross-reference by
sponsors under a Type V Master File.

6. Path Forward and Conclusions

The development of products under the FDA Animal Rule requires well-characterized
and understood animal models with well-defined challenge virus isolates. In order to be
consistent with the requirements of the FDA Animal Rule, the challenge agent should be a
low-passage isolate from a human fatal case that produces an infection in the animal model,
that can be used to evaluate medical countermeasures intended to treat the authentic human
disease. The isolates for MARV and SUDV are most consistent with these requirements.
Given the likelihood that vaccines against MARV and SUDV will proceed towards licensure
via the FDA Animal Rule, we recommend at this time that the primary focus, in terms
of nonclinical efficacy studies, should be on the Angola and Gulu isolates for MARV and
SUDV noted above. The adoption of these challenge isolates will allow the standardization
of vaccine development across programs and will simplify the interpretation of nonclinical
efficacy studies for both funding and regulatory authorities. Barring any large outbreaks of
MARV or SUDV in the near term, the MARV Angola and SUDV Gulu isolates represent
recent virus isolates that have well-documented clinical and laboratory histories, meet the
guidelines of the FDA Animal Rule, and have demonstrated clinical disease endpoints
in nonclinical studies that are consistent with human disease. The Biomedical Advanced
Research and Development Authority (BARDA), in coordination with the NIH and DOD,
is supporting natural history studies of MARV Angola and SUDV Gulu. Product sponsors
will be able to cross-reference Type V Master Files for these natural history studies under
their respective regulatory submissions.

We have concentrated on describing the identification of the appropriate SUDV and
MARV isolates for product evaluation under the FDA Animal Rule in this manuscript
because prophylactic and therapeutic countermeasures against these viruses is a BARDA
priority. We believe the same considerations used to select the SUDV and MARV isolates
will be applicable if additional filovirus strains such as the Bundibugyo or Tai Forest viruses
become BARDA priorities for medical countermeasure development or if new and novel
Ebola virus strains arise from environmental exposures and become a medical priority.
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The zoonotic nature of filoviruses and the sporadic nature of outbreaks suggests
that new and equally lethal versions may emerge. Thus, it may be appropriate to obtain
samples from new or previous outbreaks for testing to ensure the effectiveness of medical
countermeasures against different isolates. In that light, continued biosurveillance will be
a key aspect of ongoing filovirus research, which has recently uncovered a potential sixth
species of ebola virus, Bombali ebolavirus [39]. It will be important to evaluate the degree of
cross-protection that may be conferred across virus isolates. For example, nonclinical effi-
cacy studies may focus on a specific challenge stock in the product development pathway
for a MARV vaccine. However, if and when new isolates emerge with diversity, specifically
in the glycoprotein gene, assessments of cross-reactivity of the immune response through
in vitro neutralization assays will provide key data on whether or not protection against
new isolates will be likely.
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